
 

MADE IN THE USAA Bren-Tronics Company  

OVERVIEW
SOLEIL-ion is a compact integrated solar charging system designed 
for use with low power persistent remote sensor, surveillance and 
communications systems.  Composed of the world’s highest capac-
ity BB2590/U battery, an all weather trickle charger and a rugged 
solar blanket, the SOLEIL-ion system can power your low power 
sensors, cameras and other gear for up to 3-years unattended.
 
UltraCell’s SOLEIL-ion Power System interfaces with the full range 
of our class leading Bren-Tronics family BB2590/U batteries which 
offer chemistries to allow for full operation in conditions ranging 
from -40F to 120F (-40C to +50C).  

Our battle-tested technology can help ensure that your installation 
is up and running no matter what challenges arise.

 The solar panel is designed to fold to the installation contours
      without failure.

 High capacity battery ensures that even several weeks of
      snow/cloud coverage will not end your installation.

 Charger module includes self-recovery in case of over
      discharge of the battery.
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Soleil-ion Specifications

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS
OPERATING TEMPERATURE -4°F to +122°F (-20°C to +50°C)
STORAGE TEMPERATURE -40°F to +140°F (-40°C to +60°C)
 Battery options available down to -40F (-40C)

SOLAR BLANKET
OUTPUT  4VDC, 1.5A Max
WEIGHT  0.2LB (90.7g)
COLOR   Black
DIMENSIONS  7.5” x  11” x  0.1”
   (19cm x 28cm x 0.25cm)

CHARGER MODULE
INPUT   1.8 - 5VDC, 2A Max
OUTPUT  12 - 16VDC, 10A Max
BATTERIES  Mil STD BB2590/U or 
   BB390/U Batteries
WEIGHT  0.1LB (45g) (Without Batteries)
COLOR   Black
DIMENSIONS  2.5” x  1.5” x 1.0”
   (6.3cm x 3.8cm x 2.54cm)
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